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FOLLOWING
GOVERNMENT
GUIDELINES, THE
SCHOOL IS CLOSED
UNTIL FURTHER
NOTICE

Friday, 1st May 2020

Hello children, parents/carers and staff at Victoria Primary Academy - how are you?
I hope you all enjoyed reading the letters that were
sent from your teachers this week. Feel free to share
your news and reply from your grown up’s email
address to westrepc@victoriaprimaryacademy.org.uk
Send letters or pictures and Mrs Westrep will forward
these to your teachers and may print some in the
newsletter, if that’s ok with you.
Don’t forget to celebrate VE day on Friday 8th May,
maybe using some of the ideas from last week’s newsletter. Friday is a bank holiday
and everyone can enjoy an extra day, with no school or home learning!
I, like so many others, have been completely
inspired by Captain Thomas Moore. As a Second
World War Veteran, Tom Moore was already a
national hero. Now he has touched the nation's
heart with a sponsored walk around his garden in
aid of the National Health Service, raising almost
£33 million!

Victoria Primary Academy
PTA

01933 223323—the office is
open throughout the
holidays.

Yesterday, Captain Tom celebrated his 100th
birthday, receiving a personal message and
telegraph from the Queen, a video message from
the Prime Minister and over 150,000 cards from
the general public. He also had a special fly past
over his home by 2 veteran RAF planes.
What an amazing man! His message to us is:"Please always remember, Tomorrow Will Be A Good Day. With my sincerest
gratitude, Captain Tom Moore."
Best wishes to your and your family,

https://www.victoriapri.northants.sch.uk/
contact/

Mrs Hayley Scargill
Principal
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Hello. My name is
Dominik and I’m in class
4A. I planted an apple
plant to help the Earth. I
also planted tomatoes
and now I look after
them with my sister :-)

Teddy Frost from 5A has designed a
sandwich. Have you made one Teddy? It
looks delicious!

Jessica and Archie designed some colourful
posters to support the NHS. Good work!

Kenzie Robertson has made a
salt dough handprint. What a
fabulous idea!
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Wow! How pretty do these dried flowers look from
Jessica Martin? Were they from your garden?
Jessica says, “I hope you are all keeping well. Stay
safe.”

Devon, Carter and Hugo have been
super creative and busy. “We have been
painting eggs, Lego building, drawing
and colouring, chalk pics for the NHS.
We have also been on walks and tried
Joe Wicks P. E. workout.”

Thank you to to Zaheera and Kareema
Ansary for their lovely writing and pictures.
They hope everyone is well and safe.
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Jamie and William enjoyed a
‘wacky Wednesday’, playing
a relay game of “Verb or
Adverb”.
A great way to enjoy home
learning!

Junior, Matthew, Sam, Ruby and Laila
collected some natural materials to use in a
weaving or a Garden.
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A lovely letter from Isaiah in class 2A. What
fabulous writing Isy!

Phoebe has been busy writing letters to
the family and friends she misses this
week.

Look at the fantastic pictures Ben and Ariana have done! They have
included lots of detail on their faces.
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Hello Miss Gent,
Thank you for your letter it made
me a little sad as I am missing school
so much but it was nice to see what
you have been up to.
Today I have made some rainbow
cress heads with Kenzie and have
done some worksheets. My mum was
very proud of me and wanted to
show you some of my work.
We are glad you are keeping safe.
Love from Sullie

Keep sending your
messages and ideas to:
westrepc@victoriaprimary
academy.org.uk

Gabriel is writing a book called ‘The Endangered Boy’.
“here is my first chapter of the book I'm making Mrs
westrep I have spent 2 hours so far on I'm trying to get
500 words I'm not sure how many I've done but I've done
over 100.”
That’s amazing, Gabriel. Hopefully we can share it with
everyone when you’ve finished?

We created our own tinfoil sculptures based on the
work of Giacometti, Degas and Henry Moore. Here’s
Emils and Kevin with one of their designs. Did you
spot any others on a previous page?

Harry and Poppy have both sent letters and
pictures in, which Mrs Westrep has forwarded
to their teachers. Thank you.
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Finding out some
interesting facts and
reading brilliant stories on
Oxford Owl... And of
course improving our
scores on TT Rockstars!

Creative Year 2 teachers!
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